
CONTROVERSIAL TOPICS

IN EPILEPSY

[In this section, we present a lead paper followed by a set
of comment articles that have been invited by the editors.
Our goal is to present different or opposing views on topi-
cal issues. Articles and comments are commissioned in
the spirit of encouraging discussion and debate in a format
that will stimulate thought and further research.]

Typical absence seizures and related
epileptic syndromes: Assessment of current
state and directions for future research

For myself I shall be well satisfied if I have made it appear
probable to you that there does exist a form of epilepsy in
children which is distinguishable by its clinical features and
in which the prognosis is always good Adie (1924) differen-
tiating ‘‘pyknolepsy’’ (syndrome) from ‘‘petit mal’’ (seizures)

This commentary outlines clinical and electroencepha-
lography (EEG) aspects of typical absence seizures (TAS)
and related epileptic syndromes in order to identify areas
of consensus as well as areas of uncertainty that may indi-
cate directions for future research. This may also assist the
International League Against Epilepsy (ILAE) Commis-
sion, which is currently working on establishing scientifi-
cally rigorous criteria for the identification of specific
epileptic seizures and syndromes using an evidence-based
approach (Engel, 2006). Relevant ILAE definitions and
classifications are shown in Table 1.

TAS and related epileptic syndromes were thoroughly
assessed by leading clinicians and researchers in this area
during a 3-day symposium in 1994 in London (Duncan &
Panayiotopoulos, 1995). Consensus was achieved in the
definition and semiology of TAS and controversies in
their syndromic classification comprehensively debated
(Reynolds et al., 1995).

The report by Sadleir and colleagues (Sadleir et al.,
2008) and its related predecessor on childhood absence
epilepsy (CAE) (Sadleir et al., 2006) is assessed in the con-
text of this debate.

CLINICAL AND EEG FEATURES OF ABSENCE SEIZURES

TAS are generalized seizures of sudden onset and termi-
nation, lasting for seconds. They are fundamentally differ-
ent from other seizures and they are pharmacologically
unique (Panayiotopoulos, 2005a). TAS have two requisite
components:

• Clinically, the transient impairment of consciousness
(TIC) (absence)

• EEG generalized >2.5 Hz spike- or polyspike-slow
wave discharges (S-PWD).

TAS usually occur in the context of idiopathic general-
ized epilepsies (IGE). The prefix ‘‘typical’’ is to differenti-
ate them from atypical absences rather than to characterize
them as ‘‘classical’’ or characteristic of any particular syn-
drome. Atypical absence seizures occurring in the context
of mainly symptomatic epilepsies and with slow <2.5 Hz
S-PWD are beyond the scope of this commentary.

The clinical and EEG manifestations of TAS have
been well-characterized through video EEG studies (Penry
et al., 1975; Stefan, 1982, 1983; Holmes et al., 1987;
Panayiotopoulos et al., 1989a, 1989b, 1997; Capovilla et al.,
2001; Poblano et al., 2001; Guilhoto et al., 2003; Sadleir
et al., 2008). The clinical manifestations vary significantly
between patients (Tables 2 and 3). TIC may be the only
clinical symptom (simple TAS), but this is often combined
with other manifestations (complex TAS). In recognition
of this diversity, the ILAE has recently recognized four
types of TAS (Table 1) probably of different patho-
physiology and syndromic significance: (1) the classical
TAS, (2) myoclonic absence seizures, (3) phantom TAS and
(4) eyelid myoclonia with absence (EMA) (Engel, 2006).

IMPAIRMENT OF CONSCIOUSNESS (ABSENCE) AND

HOW IT SHOULD BE TESTED

TIC is a mandatory symptom of TAS and may be severe,
moderate, or mild. In routine EEG practice, TIC is com-
monly assessed by the ability of a patient to recall a verbal
test stimulus (a phrase, number, or rhyme) during S-PWD.
By examining TIC in an all or none fashion, this test detects
only severe TIC. When TIC is mild, the patient often recalls
the test stimulus (Fig. 1D, 1I, and 1J). Furthermore in brief
S-PWD, the test is often given or continues after these have
ended. Asking the patient to count his/her breaths during
hyperventilation (BCH) was the most reliable and practical
means for the detection of TIC during S-PWD among vari-
ous methods that we evaluated (Panayiotopoulos et al.,
1989b). We have validated BCH (Giannakodimos et al.,
1995) and use it as a standardized method in our studies
of TAS, which is how we have identified phantom
absences that manifest with cessation, delay, hesitation, or
errors in counting (Fig. 1D) (Panayiotopoulos et al., 1997;
Koutroumanidis et al., 2008). BCH is powerful because it
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Table 1. ILAE classification and definition of TAS and related epileptic syndromes

Absence seizures.

According to the dictionary of epilepsy (Gastaut, 1973) typical absence seizures consist of ‘‘Very brief clouding or loss of consciousness lasting

usually 2–15 s (simple absences) associated with a bilateral, synchronous, and symmetrical EEG discharge of 3 Hz spike-and-wave complexes.

Impairment of consciousness may be associated with mild tonic, atonic, tonic and autonomic components, and automatisms (complex absences).’’

The same patient may have both simple and complex absences. Complex absences are far commoner than simple absences in children. Simple

absences are commoner in adults.

The ILAE Commission defined TAS according to clinical and EEG ictal and interictal expression (Commission, 1981): ‘‘The hallmark of the

absence attack is a sudden onset, interruption of ongoing activities, a blank stare, possibly a brief upward rotation of the eyes. If the patient is

speaking, speech is slowed or interrupted; if walking, he stands transfixed; if eating, the food will stop on the way to the mouth. Usually the patient

will be unresponsive when spoken to. In some, attacks are aborted when the patient is spoken to. The attack lasts from a few seconds to half a

minute and evaporates as rapidly as it commenced.’’

Clinical seizure type:

a. Absence with impairment of consciousness only

b. Absence with mild clonic components

c. Absence with atonic components

d. Absence with tonic components

f. Absence with automatisms

g. Absence with autonomic components

Mixed forms of absence frequently occur. Seizure types (b) through (f) may be used alone or in combination. See for details Table 2.

EEG seizure type: Usually regular and symmetrical 3 Hz but may be 2–4 Hz spike-and-slow wave complexes and may have multiple

spike-and-slow wave complexes. Abnormalities are bilateral.

EEG interictal expression: Background activity usually normal, although paroxysmal activity (such as spikes or spike-and-slow wave complexes)

may occur. This activity is usually regular and symmetrical.

Atypical absence seizures contrary to the typical absences: (1) Occur only in the context of mainly severe symptomatic or cryptogenic epilepsies

of children with learning difficulties who also suffer from frequent seizures of other types such as atonic, tonic, and myoclonic; (2) onset and

termination is not so abrupt and changes in tone are more pronounced; and (3) ictal EEG is of slow less than 2.5 Hz spike and slow wave. The

discharge is heterogeneous, often asymmetrical and may include irregular spike-and-slow wave complexes, fast and other paroxysmal activity.

Background interictal EEG is usually abnormal.

Syndromes of IGE with TAS and definitions according to the currently valid ILAE classification of 1989 (Commission, 1989).

Childhood absence epilepsy (pyknolepsy): ‘‘Occurs in children of school age (peak manifestation age 6–7 years), with a strong genetic predisposition

in otherwise normal children. It appears more frequently in girls than in boys. It is characterized by very frequent (several to many per day) absences.

The EEG reveals bilateral, synchronous symmetrical spike-waves, usually 3 Hz, on a normal background activity. During adolescence, GTCS

often develop. Otherwise, absences may remit or more rarely, persist as the only seizure type.’’

Juvenile absence epilepsy: ‘‘The absences of JAE are the same as in pyknolepsy, but absences with retropulsive movements are less common.

Manifestation occurs around puberty. Seizure frequency is lower than in pyknolepsy, with absences occurring less frequently than every day,

mostly sporadically. Association with GTCS is frequent, and GTCS precede the absence manifestations more often than in childhood absence

epilepsy, often occurring on awakening. Not infrequently, the patients also have myoclonic seizures. Sex distribution is equal. The spike-waves

are often >3 Hz. Response to therapy is excellent.’’

Juvenile myoclonic epilepsy: ‘‘(Impulsive petit mal) appears around puberty and is characterized by seizures with bilateral, single or repetitive,

arrhythmic, irregular myoclonic jerks, predominantly in the arms. Jerks may cause some patients to fall suddenly. No disturbance of consciousness

is noticeable. The disorder may be inherited, and sex distribution is equal. Often, there are GTCS and, less often, infrequent absences. The

seizures usually occur shortly after awakening and are often precipitated by sleep deprivation. Interictal and ictal EEG have rapid, generalized,

often irregular spike-waves and polyspike-waves; there is no close phase correlation between EEG spikes and jerks. Frequently, the patients are

photosensitive. Response to appropriate drugs is good.’’

Epilepsy with myoclonic absences: ‘‘Is clinically characterized by absences accompanied by severe bilateral rhythmical clonic jerks, often associated

with a tonic contraction. On the EEG, these clinical features are always accompanied by bilateral, synchronous, and symmetrical discharge of

rhythmical spike-waves at 3 Hz, similar to childhood absence. Seizures occur many times a day. Awareness of the jerks may be maintained.

Associated seizures are rare. Age of onset is approximately 7 years, and there is a male preponderance. Prognosis is less favorable than in

pyknolepsy, owing to resistance to therapy of the seizures, mental deterioration, and possible evolution to other types of epilepsy such as

Lennox-Gastaut syndrome or juvenile myoclonic epilepsy.’’

Commentaries from the recent ILAE Task Force report (Engel, 2006).

Accepted types of absence seizures: Typical absences: Although the pyknoleptic manifestations of typical absences in CAE have been suggested to

differ by shorter duration from the longer-duration, less-frequent absences of JAE, based on what we currently know, it seems likely that they do

not represent two mechanisms, but merely the evolution of a single mechanism as the brain matures.

Phantom absences also are likely to be a result of brain maturation.

A working group will be convened to study whether absences of CAE and JAE represent two seizure types or a spectrum of the same seizure type,

and to better define associated motor components.

Continued
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simultaneously tests attention, concentration, memory,
sequential accuracy, and language function.

There is no consensus on the extent and clinical signifi-
cance of other more elaborate psychological testing for the
detection of TIC during S-PWD that may appear clinically
silent. This is a matter that divides opinions not only for
S-PWD but also for any other type of EEG epileptiform
activity that may be associated with TIC (Aarts et al.,
1984; Aldenkamp and Arends, 2004). Many types of
psychological testing have been used during S-PWD since
1939 (Schwab, 1939). These generally show that impair-
ment of response may start just before the onset of S-PWD,
tend to get worse with longer duration of S-PWD, but
improve during the latter part of it (Mirsky and van Buren,
1965; Goode et al., 1970; Sellden, 1971; Porter & Penry,
1973; Browne et al., 1974).

EEG FEATURES OF TAS

The ictal EEG of TAS consists of generalized >2.5 Hz
S-PWD, which are often of higher amplitude in the anterior
regions (Fig. 1, A–K). By consensus, spike-wave fre-

quency is higher than 2.5 Hz, mainly 3–4.5 Hz, but there
are no recommendations on how these measurements
should be made. Frequency is usually variable and faster in
the first second (opening phase), becomes more regular
and stable in the subsequent 3 s (initial phase), and slows
down towards the terminal phase of longer S-PWD (Fig. 1)
(Panayiotopoulos et al., 1989b). This is why our practice is
to estimate mean frequency of the initial phase of S-PWD
and not at the first second of S-PWD used by other authors
(Holmes et al., 1987; Sadleir et al., 2006). S-PWD also
show significant qualitative variations that are clinically
significant when examined systematically; they may be
fragmented, multiple spikes may predominate, and the
relationship between spike/multiple and slow wave fluctu-
ates (Fig. 1).

Duration is easy to measure and commonly is from 3 to
30 s.

Hyperventilation induces TAS in nearly all untreated
patients. Intermittent photic stimulation may precipitate or
facilitate S-PWD in any type of TAS (Fig. 1C, 1J, and 1K);
eyelid myoclonia is a common clinical accompaniment.

Table 1. Continued

Atypical absences: There are variable manifestations of this ictal event, some involving hypota and atonia. Better criteria for characterizing

atypical absences will also be discussed by the working group on atonic seizures.

Myoclonic absences: The myoclonic components of these seizures are rhythmic (2.5–4.5 Hz) clonic rather than myoclonic and have a tonic

component. The seizure type should be called something else, but there is no agreement on another name at this time.

Eyelid myoclonia: The degree to which these recurrent events (5–6 Hz) are associated with impairment of consciousness has not been adequately

documented, and should be. In some patients, they can be provoked by eye closure. The seizure type, however, does exist as a unique entity.

Accepted epileptic syndromes with TAS:

Childhood absence epilepsy: Further deliberation and research will be needed to clarify the distinction between this syndrome and JAE, and to define

the relationship of this syndrome to the other idiopathic generalized epilepsies, such as JME.

Juvenile absence epilepsy: See above.

Juvenile myoclonic epilepsy: See above.

Epilepsy with myoclonic absences: This syndrome needs further study in the context of the work to be done on myoclonic seizures.

Table 2. Clinical manifestations of TAS

TIC (alone or combined with other symptoms) is a prerequisite for any type of TAS and may be severe, moderate, or mild.

Clonic (rhythmic) and myoclonic (arrhythmic, singular) symptoms. They are particularly frequent at the onset but may also occur at any other stage

of the seizure randomly, continuously, or repetitively. The most common are clonic or myoclonic jerking of the eyelids, eyebrows, and

eyeballs, including random or repetitive eye closures and horizontal or vertical nystagmus-like ocular movements. Eyelid myoclonia is a

common symptom particularly in photosensitive patients. Perioral myoclonias at the corner of the mouth and jerking of the jaw are less

common. Clonic or myoclonic jerks of the head, body, and limbs are less frequent than of the face and may be mild or violent, singular, continuous,

or repetitive.

Atonic symptoms are not unusual and may lead to drooping of the head and, occasionally, slumping of the trunk, dropping of the arms, and relaxation

of the grip. Rarely, tone is sufficiently diminished to cause falls.

Tonic components may affect extensor or flexor muscles symmetrically or asymmetrically. The eyes and the head may be drawn backwards

(retropulsion) or to one side. The trunk may arch. Frequently tonic manifestations may admix with clonic/myoclonic symptoms as for example in

eyelid myoclonia and myoclonic absences.

Automatisms are defined by the ILAE as ‘‘A more or less coordinated, repetitive, motor activity usually occurring when cognition is impaired and

for which the subject is usually amnesic afterwards. This often resembles a voluntary movement, and may consist of inappropriate continuation

of ongoing preictal motor activity’’ (Blume et al., 2001). In TAS, automatisms are common only when consciousness is sufficiently impaired, and

they are more likely to occur 4 to 6 s after onset. They vary in location (eyes, mouth, and limbs) and character from seizure to seizure. They may

be preservative, de novo, or evoked by passive movements, postural repositioning, or other ictal stimulations. Eyes may open or move as a

manifestation of automatisms that happens when consciousness is severely impaired. However, eyes may also open or move as the result of clonic,

myoclonic, and tonic components of absence seizures that may be associated with mild impairment of consciousness.

Autonomic components consist of pallor and, less frequently, flushing, sweating, salivation, dilatation of pupils, and incontinence of urine.
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Generalized >2.5 Hz S-PWD is the EEG marker of TAS
but may also be clinically silent or manifest with symp-
toms other than TIC (Fig. 1G) (Dalby, 1969; Genton,
1995; Koutroumanidis & Panayiotopoulos, 2008). Sadlier
and coworkers (2006, 2008) define as absence seizure any
type of >2.5 Hz S-PWD associated with clinical signs even
if this is not associated with TIC. However, the latter could
be either TAS with undetectable TIC (which is a matter of
methodological sensitivity) or other that TAS epileptic
seizures (Fig. 1G).

SYNDROMES OF IDIOPATHIC GENERALIZED

EPILEPSIES WITH ABSENCE SEIZURES

The syndromic classification of IGE with TAS is contro-
versial (Reynolds et al., 1995). One view is that all presen-
tations are one disease or a biological continuum
(Berkovic et al., 1987). Another view, which we support,
is that IGE with TAS comprise distinct epileptic

syndromes, four of which are recognized by the ILAE.
These are childhood absence epilepsy (CAE), juvenile
absence epilepsy (JAE), epilepsy with myoclonic
absences (MAE), and juvenile myoclonic epilepsy (JME)
(Tables 1 and 3).

Childhood absence epilepsy
CAE, first described in the pre-EEG era by Adie (1924)

as pyknolepsy, manifests with numerous severe TAS and
good prognosis as subsequently confirmed with EEG,
video EEG and long follow-up studies (Loiseau &
Panayiotopoulos, 2004). There remain many areas of
uncertainty of what is CAE. The ILAE broadly defines it
as a syndrome with frequent (several to many per day) and
severe absences (see ILAE definition of TAS), school age
at onset (peak at 6–7 years), and common remission
(Table 1). Exclusion criteria have been introduced
(Loiseau & Panayiotopoulos, 2004). The ILAE, by

Table 3. Syndrome-related electroclinical features of TAS

Electroclinical features

Epileptic syndromes that these

features are more likely to occur Exclusion criterion for CAE?

A. Severe TIC CAE, JAE

B. Moderate or mild TICa All syndromes of IGE with TAS

but CAE and JAE, probably

early onset TAS of JME, and some cases

of MAE

Exclusion criterion for CAE.

C. Very mild TIC IGE with phantom absences,

EMA and adults with JME

Exclusion criterion for CAE.

D. Duration of TAS <4 sa JME, EMA, IGE with phantom absences Exclusion criterion for CAE.

E. Clonic or myoclonic features in

TAS except mild in eyes,

eyebrows, and eyelidsa

MAE, PerMA, EMA Exclusion criterion for CAE if severe

and consistent during the absence.

They may occur at onset in any

syndrome of TAS.

F. Automatisms including spontaneous

eye opening

Only in syndromes with severe TIC such as CAE

and JAE

G. Clinically significant photosensitivitya EMA, IGE with photosensitivity Exclusion criterion for CAE if a

consistent provocation of clinical seizures.

H. Age at onset <4 yearsa EMA, PerMA, MAE, and probably other IGE with

early onset TAS

Probably an exclusion criterion

for CAEa

J. Age at onset 4–10 yearsa CAE, MAE, EMA, JAE, PerMA

I. Age at onset >10 years JAE, JAE, EMA, PerMA, IGE with phantom absences Exclusion criterion for CAE

K. >2.5 Hz S-PWD with more

than 3 polyspikesa

All syndromes of IGE with TAS but CAE Exclusion criterion for CAE

L. >2.5 Hz S-PWD with fragmentations,

S-W irregularities or botha

JME but may also occur in any other

type of IGE except CAE and JAE

Exclusion criterion for CAE

Epileptic syndromes of IGE with TAS require the clustering of many of these features, some of which are shared among them. In

accordance with well-documented video EEG studies, CAE is likely to have features of A, F, and J (but most others are exclusion

criteria except when they occur at onset of the S-PWD); JME is likely to have features of B and C, D, G, J and I, K and L; MAE or

perioral myoclonia with absences (PerMA) are certainly having features of E; EMA has features of C, D, E, G, J and I, K and L.
aElectroclinical features considered to be part of CAE by Sadlier et al. (2006). This also included G (photosensitivity), which is now

rightly differentiated in their new report (Sadlier et al., 2008).

Author’s note: Overlapping of symptoms between epileptic syndromes is often used as an indication of a neurobiological contin-

uum between them. However, symptoms in such studies often lack quantitative and qualitative characterization. Overlapping of

unspecified symptoms is common even among entirely different diseases. See for example visual hallucinations and headache in

occipital epilepsy and migraine with visual aura, muscle wasting and muscle weakness in myopathies and motoneurone diseases.
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accepting MAE and JME as separate syndromes, probably
exclude myoclonic TAS and mild TAS from CAE (Com-
mission, 1989). It is by this logic that EMA (which are pri-
marily myoclonic) may also be an exclusion criterion.
Further, by accepting reflex TAS as a distinct category, the
ILAE indicates that these too may not be part of CAE. That
perioral myoclonia or single violent jerks occurring in the
course (not at onset) of TAS is an exclusion criterion may
be debatable; however, their presence indicates worse
prognosis (Panayiotopoulos, 2007a). The same applies for
multiple spikes and fragmented S-PWD that also indicate a
bad prognosis, coexistent myoclonic jerks, or generalized
tonic–clonic seizures (GTCS) (Panayiotopoulos et al.,
1989b; Fakhoury & Abou-Khalil, 1999).

A simplistic but unsatisfactory practice is to label as
CAE any child with onset of daily TAS at £10 years and to
as early as 2 years (Sadleir et al., 2006). The 10 years of
age cut off is arbitrary and not a decisive ‘‘gold standard’’
to define what is and what is not CAE. Further, TAS of rec-
ognized syndromes, such as MAE or JME, may start before
that age, and TAS of early childhood onset (<4 years of
age) are heterogeneous and often entirely different to those
of CAE (Doose, 1994). The arbitrary limit of 10 years is
mainly based on the pioneering work of Doose and Janz
who found that pyknoleptic absences usually start before
the age of 10 years, while nonpyknoleptic absences usually
start after this age (Doose, 1994; Janz et al., 1994).

If diagnosis by age at onset is to be followed, the study
population should be correctly defined as ‘‘childhood
absence seizures,’’ rather CAE which is a subset of it. Such
a distinction is particularly important in view of the current
National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke
supported study of CAE from which initial published results
refer to ‘‘a high incidence of adverse behavioral and
cognitive outcomes in CAE’’ (O'Deil et al., 2006). Is this
CAE or childhood absence seizures? Classical studies have
shown significant differences between ‘‘childhood absence
seizures’’ and CAE (see details and citations in Sander,
1995).

Epilepsy with myoclonic absences
This syndrome is now well-defined, but the course is

variable (Bureau & Tassinari, 2005; Engel, Jr., 2006).
Myoclonic absences manifest with bilateral clonic jerks
often with a tonic contraction (Fig. 1B). TIC is of variable
severity. Onset ranges from 1 to 12 years (peak 7 years).
Etiologically, myoclonic TAS are sometimes idiopathic
and of good prognosis, but two-thirds are cryptogenic or
symptomatic, which are resistant to treatment, and may
progress to epileptic encephalopathies.

MAE offers a good argument against diagnosing syn-
dromes of TAS by age at onset. That simple TAS may also
occur and sometimes precede the characteristic myoclonic
absences (Bureau & Tassinari, 2005) is another concern to
consider in validating the reports of Sadleir et al. (2006,

2008); such children could easily have been categorized as
CAE without appropriate follow-up.

Juvenile absence epilepsy
There are many areas of uncertainty regarding the pre-

cise definition of JAE, but all authorities agree that TAS
with severe TIC is its main seizure type. These TAS in
many respects are similar to those of CAE, although often
less frequent, with less severe TIC, and more polyspikes in
the EEG S-PWD (Fig. 1E, 1F, and 1H). TAS continue into
adult life often with GTCS. One-fifth of patients also have
myoclonic jerks (Commission, 1989; Wolf, 1992; Obeid,
1994), which are erroneously considered an exclusion cri-
terion by Sadleir et al. (2008).

Juvenile myoclonic epilepsy
Myoclonic jerks on awakening with peak age at onset in

the mid-teens are the defining seizures of JME. GTCS are
probably unavoidable in untreated patients. TAS occurring
in 30% of patients are usually simple with mild TIC
(Fig. 1I) (Berkovic et al., 1987). One-third of TAS in JME
appear at £10 years, often predate myoclonic jerks, and
may be more severe than those of later onset (Commission,
1989; Panayiotopoulos et al., 1989a, 1989b; Wirrell et al.,
1996; Delgado-Escueta et al., 1999). We are in need of lon-
gitudinal studies to determine their features and how they
develop in time (which is not possible without follow-up)
rather than arbitrarily including them in CAE as per Sadleir
et al. (2006, 2008).

Other proposed syndromes of IGE with TAS need fur-
ther consideration and study. The following brief presenta-
tion of some of them is to emphasize key features of their
TAS (recognized by the ILAE), which are important to
consider in any analysis and differential diagnosis.

EMA or Jeavons syndrome
EMA (the seizure) consists of brief (3–6 s), marked,

rhythmic, and fast jerks of the eyelids which may occur
alone (eyelid myoclonia) or followed by mild TIC (eyelid
myoclonia with absence) (Fig. 1J) (Giannakodimos &
Panayiotopoulos, 1996). They may occur in idiopathic, cryp-
togenic, or symptomatic epilepsies. In the idiopathic syn-
drome of Jeavons, EMA occur mainly after eye closure,
usually start in childhood, and all patients are photosensitive.
Infrequent GTCS and limb myoclonic jerks are common,
usually occurring after the onset of EMA. The syndrome is
commonly lifelong and resistant to pharmacologic treatment.

IGE with phantom absences, GTCS, and frequently
absence status

This syndrome, characterized by phantom absences
(Fig. 1D), becomes clinically apparent only when GTCS
and often absence status epilepticus occur, usually in adult-
hood (Panayiotopoulos et al., 1997, 2001; Koutroumanidis
et al., 2008).
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Photo/pattern induced absences
Reflex TAS to photic, pattern, emotional upset, and

thinking are well described. TAS associated with clinical
photosensitivity (Fig. 1C, 1J, and 1K) are unlikely to occur
in CAE, and they are likely to continue in adult life (Hirsch
& Marescaux, 1994; Loiseau et al., 1995).

It is apparent from the above descriptions that, with the
exception of CAE, nearly all other syndromes of IGE with
TAS are lifelong and also manifest with myoclonic jerks
and GTCS (Table 3). Absence status epilepticus occur
in one-third of patients, and this predominates in IGE
with phantom absences or perioral myoclonia TAS
(Agathonikou et al., 1998).

FACTORS INFLUENCING THE CLINICAL AND EEG

FEATURES OF TAS

Features of TAS, as with any other type of seizure, depend
on brain maturity, the sleep-wake cycle, provocation, and a
variety of other factors (Fisher et al., 2005). Overall, chil-
dren have TAS with severe TIC and lengthier duration more
often than adults. Spontaneous eyes opening (when not
caused by motor events of TAS), like all other automatisms,
occurs only when TIC is severely impaired (see definitions
of automatisms in Table 2). The variability of TIC and dura-
tion of TAS by age also contributes to shaping the clinical
presentation of syndromes of IGE-TAS that, as with many
other epileptic syndromes (rolandic epilepsy for example),
may be age-dependent and age-limited. Conversely, even

age-influenced individual TAS features are also syndrome-
related as indicated by the fact that children may also have
brief and mild TAS (Fig. 1C and 1D), and conversely adults
also manifest with severe and lengthy TAS (Fig. 1H).
Follow-up studies have shown that TAS of IGE become
milder with age, but this may be delayed for decades such as
in JME and EMA (Panayiotopoulos, 2007a).

Sleep modifies the clinical and EEG features of TAS,
where S-PWD are usually shorter and usually devoid of
discernible clinical manifestations—even in those patients
who have numerous clinical seizures during the alert state
(Sato et al., 1973, 1975).

ARE TAS SYNDROME RELATED?

The syndromes of IGE with TAS, like all other medical
and epileptic disorders, require rigorous and detailed
clinico-laboratory documentation for their validation. An
individual symptom, EEG discharge or even a type of sei-
zure does not constitute an epileptic syndrome; rather it is
the nonfortuitous clustering of historical, clinical, and video
EEG symptoms and signs that makes a syndrome (Commis-
sion, 1989). Follow-up studies are particularly important in
children where syndromes often progress to seizures other
than those in the initial presentation within days, weeks,
months, or years. In our ongoing studies on IGE with TAS,
we follow a pragmatic dual prospective and retrospective
approach. Any patient with TAS is exhaustively assessed
clinically and with video EEG from the time of first referral

Figure 1.

Illustrative EEG from video EEG samples to exemplify important matters to consider in the diagnosis and the

syndromic classification of TAS. The actual video EEG of most of these and many other patients can be viewed in the

companion CD of our publications, which also include many years of follow-up (Panayiotopoulos, 2005b;

Panayiotopoulos, 2007b). Cases A–E are from a video EEG at first presentation of children with TAS before age 10

years. Only case A was CAE. All others had other than CAE syndromes that were predicted from the first EEG with

significant implications on prognosis and management. Case B had classical myoclonic TAS, and at last follow-up at

aged 8 years is neurocognitively impaired with intractable GTCS and myoclonic TAS. Case C had marked myoclonic

components through the whole length of TAS, photosensitivity, multiple spikes, and irregular S-PWD. At age 12

years, TAS are worse with an evolution similar to her mother (case K). Case D had very mild (phantom TAS) and

absence status epilepticus as previously reported with video EEG sequences (Panayiotopoulos et al., 2001). Case E

had moderate and severe TAS, with multiple spikes and irregular S-PWD, similar to her older sister (case F), who had

onset of TAS at age 11 years. Two years later, she had a GTCS in front of the TV. These sisters illustrate well the

problem of classifying syndromes of TAS by age at onset; accordingly case E would be classified as CAE and case F as

JAE. Case G had S-PWD concurrent with myoclonic and atonic symptoms without TIC. These features, which are

not TAS, confirmed the diagnosis of myoclonic-astatic epilepsy. Case H had severe and lengthy TAS of JAE. The

patient also had GTCS and myoclonic jerks. Case I demonstrates TAS with mild TIC in two young women with JME.

TIC was documented only with breath counting during hyperventilation. In all other occasions, the patients were able

to recall the verbal test-stimulus during S-PWD. Case J is from EMA patients whose seizures manifest with mainly

eyelid myoclonia that may be associated with minor TIC. Case K from video EEG of the mother of case C. TAS and

photosensitivity started at age 6 years, GTCS occurred at age 14, and premenstrual myoclonic jerks appeared later; all

continue in adult life and are resistant to medication.
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to as long as is possible. This is ideal for newly recognized
drug-naive patients. However, significant insights are also
gained from retrospective analyses of reliable data by
reviewing old medical records, original EEGs, and
witnesses' accounts (Panayiotopoulos, 2007a).

Sadleir and associates (2006, 2008) should be acknow-
ledged for studying drug-naive patients at the first stages
of their disease. They have provided a useful video EEG
analysis of clinical symptomatology associated with
>2.5 Hz S-PWD to supplement previous reports cited
above. However, attempts to expand this beyond a pure
semiological study and the resultant conclusions are pre-
mature because of the lack of any follow-up compounded
with questionable definitions and arbitrary diagnostic cate-
gorizations that, contrary to their assertion, do not comply
with the ILAE definitions: CAE is not synonymous with
TAS starting at age £10 years, myoclonic jerks are not an
exclusion criterion for JAE, and TAS of JME were studied
only when onset was at ‡11 years, which means that JME
subjects with onset of TAS between 8–11 years were either
absent or misplaced in CAE.

For a statistical analysis to give meaningful results, the
conditions assessed should be thoroughly examined and
properly defined, which does not appear to be the case in
the current report of Sadleir et al. (2008). Publication of the
progress of the study population first presented between
1992–1997 may resolve important issues assessed in this
commentary. Most patients classified as CAE should now
be in remission or will have developed features of other
IGE-TAS syndromes with TAS starting in childhood as per
the Table 3. Until then, there is a wealth of knowledge gath-
ered over many years in thorough studies that may help to
shed light on these issues. These must be objectively and
fully assessed, paying particular attention to important dif-
ferences between individual reports in patient populations,
prospective or retrospective character, length of follow-up,
and other study parameters. Clustering them together as in
the reports of Sadleir et al. (2006, 2008) weakens their con-
tribution and promotes erroneous assumptions.

TAS and related epileptic syndromes are a formidable
challenge despite significant progress made in their patho-
physiology, genetics, clinical, and video EEG aspects.
Their classification is a work in progress, and we should all
remain open to future refinements. We are in need of
thorough prospective studies with precise definitions and
targets. Significant evidence of the processes underpinning
these diseases may emerge, and our old notions discarded,
in the best spirit of unbiased work with an open-minded
and dispassionate scientific decorum.

From the clinical point of view, even if IGE syndromes
with TAS were a continuum or genetically the same
(which is unlikely considering current knowledge in
animals and humans), their differentiation has significant
prognostic and management implications. This may some-
times be difficult in clinical practice, but it is not unusual

in medicine where diseases are identified on the sole basis
of scientific evidence. In epilepsies, current good practice
recommendations promote an epileptic syndrome diagno-
sis, and seizure-syndrome treatment. This progress has
been achieved through considerable debates against the
previous detrimental lumping of all of them in ‘‘epilepsy.’’
Physicians have been perceptive to this progress, and we
should be encouraged to this optimal practice.
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